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The GAL4 system is a method for directed gene expression that allows genes 
to be expressed ectopically in numerous cell- or tissue-specific patterns. The 
technique is being exploited to study the Drosophila melanogaster nervous 
system at all stages of development, from the embryo to the adult. The GAL4 
system is being used to target the expression of novel marker genes in living 
animals to label cells, or subcellular structures. Directed expression of toxin 
genes can be used as a method for targeted cell ablation to study the role of 
cell-cell interactions in development. Ectopic expression helps to elucidate 
the function of different genes in cell fate determination and differentiation, 
and is helping to define the regions of the brain involved in sexual behaviour. 
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In t roduct ion 

The ability to manipulate gene expression is a powerfi~l 
tool to study neural development. The GAL4 system 
[1,2"] is a method for directed gene expression that 
can be used to misexpress genes in specific cell types, or 
tissues, at ditt"erent times o f  development. Transcription 
patterns in neuronal precursors and their progeny can be 
altered, with the aim of  eliciting changes in cell ~lte. 
Targeted expression o f  toxin genes can be used to kill 
or inactivate specific cells and thereby eliminate local 
interactions and cell-cell signalling that might direct cell 
fate, cell migration, axon outgrowth or synaptogenesis. 
The GAL4 system is beginning to fiflfil its promise for 
studying diverse aspects o f  nervous system fhnction, from 
the development o f  the early embryonic CNS to the 
analysis o f  adult courtship behaviour. 

Here, we describe the use o f  the GAL4 system 
in studying the nervous system, in particular for 
labelling cells, m investigating the mechanisms of  cell 
t~te determination and axon pathfinding, for ablating 
cells and disrupting cell-cell communication,  and for 
manipulating adult sexual behaviour. 

The G A L 4  system 

The GAL4 system uses enhancer detection to express 
a transcriptional activator in many different cell- or 
tissue-specific patterns [1]. Enhancer detection was 
developed as a means o f  identi~'ing transcriptional 
regulatory elements iu situ [3-6]. O 'Kane  and Gehring 

[3] constructed a transposable element m which the 
Esch(.richia coil lacZ gene is filsed to a weak promoter  
that cannot drive expression in the absence o f  a 
transcriptional enhancer. The transgene can only be 
activated if the transposon integratcs in the gcnome 
close to a genonlic enhancer, which occurs in about 
65% of  insertions [5-7]. Enhancer detcction is now used 
routinely for marking cells and tissues, and fi)r identifying 
and cloning genes and their regulatory sequences. 

In 1988, Fischer rt al. [8] showed that the veast 
transcriptional activator, GAL4, can activate transcrip- 
tion in l)rosophila [8]. When  (;AL4 is expressed from 
the l)rosophila alcohol dehydrogenase promoter  (Adh), it 
Call activate a GAL4-responsive transgenc in which four 
GAL4 binding sites are linked to lacZ. ~ galactosidasc 
is expressed in the tissues where Adh is normally 
expressed. Subsequent papers showcd that ( ;AL4 can 
activate transcription in plants, in mammalian cells and 
in mice [9-12]. 

The  GAL4 system uses enhancer detection to generate 
many different patterns o f  expression of  (;AL4 in 
embryos, larvae, pupae and adults. The enhancer 
detection vector can be mobilized to new gcnomic 
sites simply bv introduction of  the P transposasc gone 
in a genetic cross II3]. In this way, a single initial 
transforlnant can be used to generate a large i~ulnber of  
transgenics, each exhibiting a different ( ;AL4 expression 
pattern. GAL4 can then bc used to activate other genes 
o f  interest (target genes) in the same patterns (Fig. 1). 

The GAL4 protein and its target gene arc initially 
separated in two distinct transgenic lines, which ensures 
that the parental lines are viable. In one line, the activator 

Abbreviations 
Adh~alcohol dehydrogenase: CAM--cell adhesion molecule; Fasll Fasciclin II; GFP--green fluorescent protein. 
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Tissue-specific gene expression in Drosophila using GAL4 
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Fig. 1. Directed gene expression using the GAL4 system. To generate transgenic lines expressing GAL4 in different cell- and tissue-specific 
patterns, an enhancer detection weetor carrying the GAL4 gene is inserted ranctomly into the genome by P-element-mediated transposition. 
When the vector integrates near a genomic enhancer, that enhancer can activate GAL4 expression, A GAL4-dependent target gene is then 
constructed by linking GAL4 binding sites to a sequence of interest (Gene X). The target gene is silent in the absen(e of GAL4. To activate 
the target gene in a cell- or tissue-specific pattern, flies carrying the target gene (UAS-Gene X) are crossed to flies expressing GAL4 (GAL4). In 
the progeny of this cross, it is possible to activate UAS-Gene X in the cells where GAL4 is expressed and to observe the effect of this directed 
misexpression on development. 

protein is present, but has no target gcne to activate. In 
the second line, the target gene is silent in the absence o f  
the activator. W h e n  the two lines are crossed, the target 
gene is turned on only in tile progeny of  the cross, 
allowing dominant  phenotypes (including lethality) to 
be conveniently studied. It is possible, then, to subclone 
any sequence behind D N A  binding sites recognized by 
GAL4, to activate the target gene only within cells 
where GAL4 is expressed and to observe the effect o f  
this aberrant expression on development  (Table 1). 

Labell ing cells 

Enhancer detect iou has been an invaluable addition to 
the. tools available for marking cells. Tile first lacZ 

enhancer detection vectors expressed [3-galactosidase 
that is targeted to the nucleus. For studying the 
nervous system, however, it is o(tcn more  desirable to 
use markers that highlight tile entire cell and allow 
cellular extensions, such as axons and dendrites, to be 
visualized. To this end, cells and subcellular structures 
can be labelled by GAL4-directed expression of  different 
nlarkers. 

A GAL4-responsive gene encoding cytoplasmic [~-galac- 
tosidase (UAS-lacZ4-1-2; [1]) has been used as a marker 
to generate a three-dimensional map o f  the glia in 
the embryonic  nervous system [14"°]. Ito ctal. [14 °'] 
screened 1600 GAL4-expressmg lines to identify and 
characterize the different types o f  embryonic  glial cells. 
As cytoplasmic [3-galactosidase fills cellular processes and 
reveals cell shapes, glial cells can easily be distinguished 
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from neurons on the basis o f  their morphology.  Glia 
have also been labelled with a fusion protein in 
which [3-galactosidase is linked to the moto r  protein 
kinesin. This marker is transported into axons and more 
effectively labels the distal-most part o f  the projections 
([15]; E Giniger, unpublished data). 

In the pupal and adult nervous systems, cytoplasmic 
[3-galactosidase can fill axons more  et}]ciently than 
it does in embryos - -  a proper ty  that is proving 
useful in mapping neurons and their projections, and 
m generating three dimensional reconstructions of  the 
nervous system. In this way, GAL4 insertion lines that 
direct expression in subsets o f  cells in the adult brain have 
been isolated and characterized [ 16"*, 17"1. 

A significant advance in tracing mdividual cells through 
development  is the use of  the green fluorescent protein 
(GFP) from the jelly fish Aequoria ,,ictoria to label cells 
in vivo. GFP is a naturally fluorescent protein that 
can be used to mark cells in living animals [18"*,19]. 
GFP has been expressed in Drosophila under GAL4 
control [20"*,21"], and clearly labels neurons in living 
embryos, larvae and pupae, enabling them to be followed 
through development  in a single animal. GFP can also be 
tagged with proteins that alter its subcellular localization. 
For example, ruler. tubule networks are revealed by 
expression of  GFP fused to the microtubule-binding 
protein, tau [20"*]. The  t au -GFP  fusion labels neuronal 
cell bodies and is transported into axons, making it a 
useful marker for studying the nervous system, 

Cell fate determination 

Targeted misexpression experiments  are helping to 
elucidate the signals that direct cell fate decisions. If  a 
gene is necessary and sufficient to specify a particular 
cell identity, then ectopic expression should induce a 
cell fate switch. This has been elegantly demonstrated 
in the embryo for the gene poi,ted, and in the adult for 
the gene eyeless. 

Poi, ted encodes two related Ets fanfily transcription 
factors, pointed P1 (PntPl) and pointed P2 (PntP2), 
that are generated by differential splicing [22]. In 
each segment,  PntPl  expression is normally restricted 
to two pairs o f  glial cells at the ventral midline of  
the embryonic  CNS.  When  a GAL4-responsive PntPl  
transgene is transcribed in all o f  the midline cells, these 
cells differentiate as glia [23"'1. As a result o f  these cell 
transformations, commissural axons are unable to grow 
across the midline. 

W h e n  PntP1 is misexpressed in neuroblasts, ectopic glial 
cells arise in the lateral CNS. The  cells surrounding 
the ectopic glia are induced to express 22C10, a 
neuronal antigen normally restricted to a subset o f  cells. 
GAL4-media ted  misexpression demonstrates that PntP1 
is sufficient to direct glial cell differentiation, and also 

Table 1. Examples of targeted gene expression using the GAL4 system 

Type of gene Transgene References 

Marker UAS~-galactosidase l1 I 
UAS-kinesin~q-galactosidase [14"'1 (a) 

UA~tau-~-galactosidase [41 "',55"] 

UAS-CD2 [ 56" ] 
UAS-GFP [20"*,21 * ' ]  

UA~tau-GFP [20"'1 

Proneural and UAS-asense [571 
neurogenic UAS-Lethal of  sc ute [58"] 

UA~Enhanc er of split [59"J 
UAS-Serrate [Ol.}*] 

Neuronal/glial UA~yan ]40"] 
determination UAS-pointed [2 !,*'] 

UAS~,yeless [27"1 
UAS small eye [27"] 

Axon outgrowth UAS-Fasll [35o*,3q ' ' ]  

UAS-Drac I [39 °] 

Synaptic transmission UAS%Tetanus toxin light chain [49**] 

Behaviour UA~transtormer [16",54"] 

(a) E Giniger, unpublished data. 

uncovers a role for glial cells in the induction of  neural 
markers on their neighbours.  

The  e),cless gene encodes a transcription factor that is 
conserved in mice and humans [24]. Mutations in the 
Drosophila eyeless, mouse Small c),e (Pax-6) or human 
Aniridia gene give rise to similar phenotypes in each 
organism: the loss or reduction of  the eye 125,261 . 
Hal&r,  Callaerts and Gehr ing  [27"*] reasoned that it 
eyeless is a master control gene for eye development,  then 
eyeless misexpression should generate ectopic eyes. They 
used the GAL4 system to target expression of  eych'ss 
in imaginal discs [27"*]. Remarkably, misexpression of  
e),cless gives rise to ectopic eye structures on wings, legs 
or antennae. Fur thermore ,  GAL4-directed expression 
of  the mouse Small eye gene in Drosophila imagmal 
discs can also induce ectopic eyes. The 'misplaced' 
eyes are well developed, including a cornea, cone cells, 
pigment  cells and photoreceptors  with rhabdomercs in 
a normal trapezoidal arra> Although Haldcr, Callaerts 
and Gehring [27"*] could not yct report whether  the 
ectopic eyes are fimctional, or whether  thcv are able 
to innervate the appropriate region of  the brain, their 
initial data suggest that the photoreceptors  are electricalh' 
active after being exposed to light. These misexpression 
experiments are classic examples of  how the GAlA 
system can be used both  to study the role of  1)rosophihl 
genes in directing cell fates and to test the fimctional 
conservation of  genes from different species. 
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Axon pathfinding Targeted cell killing 

Tile role o f  cell adhesion molecules (CAMs) in 
axon pathfinding is being tested by ectopic expression 
experiments. Growth cone'~ are able to identi6/ and 
selectively t:asciculate with a particular axon bundle. 
In this way, a stereotypic pattern o f  axon tracts can 
be generated, and growth cones can navigate to the 
appropriate target cell. CAMs are thought to be invoh'ed 
ill axoi1 pathfinding, selective fitsciculation and target 
recognition [28,29]. In Dn>.~ot~hila, however, mutations 
in CAMs do not  generally lead to severe disruptions in 
path finding, suggesting that these molecules are, at lcast 
in part, functionally redundant [30,3l]. It is conceivable 
that growth cones recognize a combination o f  CAMs 
on the surface o f  axon bundles. Ectopic expression 
of  one o f  these molecules, therefore, would alter this 
combinatorial code and lead to axon misrouting. 

Fasciclin II (Fasll) is a CAM of  the immunoglobulin 
superthmily [32] that is selectively expressed on axon 
bundles in the elnbrvonic CNS [33,34,35°'], and is, thus, 
a good candidatc tbr a growth cone guidance molecule. 
To uncover tile role o f  FaslI in axon pathfinding, Lin 
ct al. [35 °°] have compared the Fasll loss-of-function 
phenotype with that obtained by ectopic expression o f  
the gene. FaslI is expressed on the surfllce o f  the neurons 
that pioneer the longitudinal axon tracts in the embryo. 
In loss-of function mutants, axon outgrowth is normal, 
bm there is a reduction in axon fiisciculation within 
particular axon bundles. Lin ct ,11. [35"" I were able to 
rescue this phenotypc by using the (;AI,4 system to 
targct expression of  FaslI in the pionecr neurons. In 
so doing, thcy generated a g.iin-of-lhnction phcnotypc:  
axons that would not re>finally thsciculate now adhered 
to each other. 

In the periphery, axon defhsciculatiou occurs at specific 
choice points where motor  neurons separate fiom an 
axon bundle to search tor their target cell [341 . When  
the expression o f  Fasll on motoneurons is cnhanccd, the 
motoncurons  arc unable to dct]lsciculate at their norlnal 
choice points, and, as a result, often bypass their targets 
136"']. Ectopic exprcssion cxperimcnts thus add valuable 
supporting evidence for a role tbr Fasll m fasciculation. 

In these expcrimcnts,  only onc ofscveral FaslI isoforms 
(the transmembrane PEST fi>rm) was miscxpressed. 
Hc;,\vevcr, the ( ;AL4 system can easily be used to 
express other isoforlllS, o r  l l l t l ta tod fi)rlllS o f  the protein. 
Mutations that give rise to either a COl>titutivclv 
act:lye or a dol l l i l l a l l t  l lcgat ive ~()1111 of  a protein can 
be engineered [37,38"-4()']. Targeted expression of  
dominant  negative mutants can be particularly useful in 
studying genes tbr which a loss-of-function mutation 
does not exist 139"1. Directed expression of  antiscnsc 
RINAs with ( ;AL4 is another approach fi)r disrupting 
gene function. In this way, it: should be possible to use 
the ( ;AL4 system to produce both gain-of  fimction and 
loss-otkthnction phenotypes. 

Directed cell ablation is another inethod to study 
cell-cell signalling, including the intercellular inter- 
actions that guide axon pathfinding. Ill the developing 
embryonic CNS, before the formation o f  the first axon 
tracts, pioneer growth cones cannot choose to t~:sciculate 
with pre existing axon bundles, but nmst recognize 
signals on surrounding cells or in the extraceltular 
matrix. On  the basis of  mutant phenotypes and the 
results o f  structural analysis using electron microscop,,; 
glial cells have been proposed to act as guideposts 
in this process. Targeted cell killing can be used to 
test the role o f  glia directly 141°°]. Laser ablation has 
becn used to kill specific neurons and glial cells in the 
grasshopper embryo [42,43], but in l),OSol~hila, the small 
size o f  the embrwmic nervous system, and the difficulty 
in identifying umnarked cells, makes this approach 
impractical. As all alternative, the GAL4 system can be 
used to express toxins, such as ricm [44] or diphtheria 
toxin ([451; AH 13rand, J Haselot}-, unpublished data), as 
a means of  genetic cell ablation. 

Targeted expression of  ricm has becn used to kill the 
glial cells that prefigure the hmgitudinal axon tracts 
m the cmbrw> 141"]. When  the glia are killed early 
m development, before the first axon tracts have been 
established, the hmgimdinal connectives do not form. If  
the glia arc ablated after the first tracts arc generated, 
the longitudinal connectives arc disrupted, but not as 
severely. Thcse experiments suggest that the pioneer 
growth cones rcquire the glial cells as substrates for 
outgrowth. Furthermore, the gila may also act to guide 
the axons that follow the pioneers, or they may be 
needed to maintain the axon tracts once they are formed. 

Pioneer growth cones arc defined by their ability to 
navigatc m the absence of  pre existing axon tracts. In 
many cases, the follower growth cones can only extend 
by navigating along a pre-formed axon pathwa> but arc 
,~ot thought to be able to pioneer new axon tracts 
[46,47 I. To test if a subset o f  l)roSol~hila embryonic 
pioneer lletlrOllS are essential tot axoll tract forlnation, 
the neurons that pioneer the longitudinal comlectives 
wcrc killed by ( ;AL4-mcdiated expression o f  diphtheria 
toxin [48"] or ricm (AH Brand ct ,d., tmpublished data). 

The experiments o f  kill ct ,11. 148 "°] suggest that in the 
abscncc o f  pioneer neurons, the tbllowcr axolls are 
delayed and the longitudinal axon tracts are initially 
disorganized, ktowever, the tracts eventually form, 
suggesting that the pioneer neurons fl/cilitate, but are 
not essential ti>r, tract formation. In order to kill cells, 
each cmbrvo is m, jected with R N A ,  generating mosaic 
embryos in which not all o f  the pioneer neurons are 
killed. Each embryo dit'ti.-rs with respect to the number o f  
cells that arc killed. It is possible that the pioncer neurons 
that survive ablation arc able to eventually extend from 
one segment to another to establish the first tracts. This 
is not possible if all o f  the pioneer neurons have been 
killed. 
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A simpler method for directed cell killing, which does 
not require embryo injection and where all of  the 
GAL4-expressing cells in each embryo are ablated, has 
been developed (AH Brand et al., unpublished data). 
This technique is being used to test whether ablation of 
all of  the pioneer neurons in each embryo prevents the 
formation of the longitudinal connectives (AH Brand ct 
al., unpublished data). 

Behaviour 

Targeted expression of  toxins can be used to block 
synaptic transmission m selected neurons [49"]. Tetanus 
toxin inhibits neurotransmitter release by cleaving 
synaptobrevin, a synaptic vesicle protein that targets 
synaptic vesicles to the plasma membrane [50,51]. 
Sweeney et al. [49"] expressed tetanus toxin either 
in embryonic neurons or nmscles using the GAL4 
system. They showed that the toxin inhibits synaptic 
transnfission when expressed presynaptically, in motor 
neurous, but does not interfere with muscle function 
when expressed postsynaptically. Selective inactivation 
of neuronal function in this way shows great promise for 
studying the role of  specific neurons in behaviour. 

Ferveur et al. [16"] have pioneered the use of  the GAL4 
system to study courtship behaviour. They were able to 
feminize specific regions of  the male brain by targeted 
expression of the female form of  the tran.~tbrmcr sex 
determination gene. Males that express translbrmer in the 
antennal lobes and the mushroom bodies court both 
males and females, suggesting a role for these regions 
of  the brain in sexual orientation. Olfactory information 
received and processed by the antennal lobes is relayed 
to the mushroom bodies, which are proposed to be the 
higher centre for odour discriminatiot~ and associative 
odour learning [52,53]. 

() 'Dell  el al. [54"] have extended these studies to show 
that at least one region of the tnushroom bodies can 
be feminized without a conconfitant shift in courtship 
behaviour. Using GAL4 lines that express in diff'-rent 
subsets of  cells in the mushroom bodies [17"'], they 
hope to be able to define further the regions involved 
m mate discrimination. 

Conclusions 

Although it has been only two years since the GAL4 
system was described [1], the technique has been 
used to study almost every aspect or" the nervous sys- 
tem, from development to behaviour. GAL4-mediated 
transcription is being used to identify and to follow 
cells during normal development as well as in mutant 
backgrounds. New markers that highlight subcellular 
structures are facilitating studies on cellular nfigration 

and morphogenesis, axon outgrowth and pathfinding, 
and synaptogenesis. The role of  genes in cell t~te 
determination is being studied by ectopic expression. 
GAL4 has been used to generate gain-of-fimction and 
loss-of-function phenotypes by expression of either 
constitutively active or dominant-negative forms of 
proteins. Co-expression of marker genes ill these studies 
allows the genetically transformed cells to be labelled and 
their altered behaviottr to be followed more rcadil> 
Using GFP as a marker permits these experiments to 
be carried out on living samples. Directed expression 
of toxins can be used to kill cells or to alter their 
activity-, which in turn is being used to inodify 
development or behaviour. The new tools now available 
to Drosophila neurobiologists should ensure many years 
of  fun unravelling the mysteries of  the nervous system. 
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